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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about Data Guard Implementation in DB systems? 

A. Both DB systems must be in the same compartment, and they must be the same shape 

B. You can define the backup window and set custom backup retention period for the automatic database backup
schedule. 

C. You cannot manage Oracle database initialization parameters at a global level. 

D. You cannot manage the database as sys/sysdba. 

Correct Answer: A 

An Oracle Data Guard implementation requires two DB systems, one containing the primary database and one
containing the standby database. When you enable Oracle Data Guard for a virtual machine DB system database, a
new DB system with the standby database is created and associated with the primary 

database. For a bare metal DB system, the DB system with the database that you want to use as the 

standby must already exist before you enable Oracle Data Guard. 

Requirement details are as follows: 

-Both DB systems must be in the same compartment. 

-The DB systems must be the same shape type (for example, if the shape of the primary database is a virtual machine,
then the shape of the standby database can be any other virtual machine shape). 

-If your primary and standby databases are in different regions, then you must peer the virtual cloud networks (VCNs)
for each database. See Remote VCN Peering (Across Regions). 

-Configure the security list ingress and egress rules for the subnets of both DB systems in the Oracle Data Guard
association to enable TCP traffic to move between the applicable ports. Ensure that the rules you create are stateful
(the default). 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been tasked with creating one virtual cloud network (VCN) each for two line of business (LOB) applications.
LOB A and LOB B will need to communicate with each other. To ensure that you can utilize VCN peering, which
network CIDR ranges should be used? 

A. VCN A (10.0.0.0/16) and VCN B (10.1.0.0/16) 

B. VCN A (10.0.2.0/16) and VCN B (10.0.2.0/25) 

C. VCN A (10.0.0.0/16) and VCN B (10.0.16.0/24) 

D. VCN A (172.16.0.0/24) and VCN B (172.16.0.0/28) 

Correct Answer: A 
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VCN A (10.0.0.0/16) will use a range of IPS from 10.0.0.0 to 10.0.255.255 and VCN B (10.1.0.0/16) will use a range of
IPS from 10.1.0.0 to 10.1.255.255 so will not be any Overlap between 2 VCNs 

 

QUESTION 3

You have created a virtual cloud network (VCN) with three private subnets. Two of the subnets contain application
servers and the third subnet contains a DB System. The application requires a shared file system so you have
provisioned one using the file storage service (FSS). You also created the corresponding mount target in one of the
application subnets. The VCN security lists are properly configured so that both application servers and the DB System
can access the file system. The security team determines that the DB System should have read-only access to the file
system. What change would you make to satisfy this requirement? 

A. Create an NFS export option that allows READ_ONLY access where the source is the CIDR range of the DB System
subnet. 

B. Connect via SSH to one of the application servers where the file system has been mounted. Use the Unix command
chmod to change permissions on the file system directory, allowing the database user read only access. 

C. Modify the security list associated with the subnet where the mount target resides. Change the ingress rules
corresponding to the DB System subnet to be stateless. 

D. Create an instance principal for the DB System. Write an Identity and Access Management (IAM) policy that allows
the instance principal read-only access to the file storage service. 

Correct Answer: A 

NFS export options enable you to create more granular access control than is possible using just security list rules to
limit VCN access. You can use NFS export options to specify access levels for IP addresses or CIDR blocks connecting
to file systems through exports in a mount target. 

 

QUESTION 4

You have an Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) load balancer distributing traffic via an evenly- weighted 

round robin policy to your back-end web servers. You notice that one of your web servers is receiving 

more traffic than other web servers. 

How can you resolve this to make sure traffic is evenly distributed across all back-end webservers? 

A. Disable cookie-based session persistence on your backend set. 

B. Change kee 

C. Disable SSL configuration associated with your backend set. 

D. Create separate listeners for each backend web server. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Balance/Concepts/balanceoverview.htm 
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QUESTION 5

You are running several Linux based operating systems in your on .premises environment that you want to import to
OCI as custom images. You can launch your imported images as OCI compute Virtual machines. Which two modes
below can be used to launch these imported Linux VMs? 

A. Native 

B. Mixed 

C. Paravirtualized 

D. Emulated 

Correct Answer: CD 

You can use the Console or API to import exported images from Object Storage. To import an image, you 

need read access to the Object Storage object containing the image. 

during the Import you can select the Launch mode: 

For custom images where the image format is .oci, Oracle Cloud Infrastructure selects the applicable 

launch mode based on the launch mode for the source image. For custom images exported from Oracle 

Cloud Infrastructure where the image type is QCOW2, select Native Mode. 

To import other custom images select Paravirtualized Mode or Emulated Mode. For more information, see 

Bring Your Own Image (BYOI). 
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